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Abstract— Due to the increasing use of information and
communication technologies in most aspects of life, security of
the information has drawn the attention of governments and
industry as well as the researchers. In this regard, structural
attacks on the functions of a chip are called hardware Trojans,
and are capable of rendering ineffective the security protecting
our systems and data. This method represents a big challenge
for cyber-security as it is nearly impossible to detect with any
currently practical detection scheme. Due to Various methods
of this type of attack, many different methods are presented by
the researchers to detect them. Each of these methods has been
proposed different techniques to detect the Hardware Trojan
horse, and are varied in terms of performance and conditions of
use. In this paper, we survey the published methods and
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each of them and
analyze the efficiency of the proposed method to introduce
efficient methods for Hardware Trojan horse detecting.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A Trojan horse is a nonself-replicating type of malware
containing malicious code that cannot spread itself like a
worm, but disguises itself as a useful program which will be
run by a user and then can bring its malicious code into
position. The Trojan term is derived from the story of the
big handmade horse used to trick defenders of Troy into
taking concealed warriors into their castle [1].
Although in The early introduction of the use of Trojans,
software was the target of these type of attacks, but
nowadays, using this malware in hardware are far more
dangerous than Software Trojans. Hardware Trojans are
created through the malicious and deliberate alteration of
hardware which produce effects unintended by initial design.
They reside at the lowest level of information processing on the integrated circuit (IC) board.
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Hardware Trojans are able to leak critical information,
they can cause incorrect functioning of a component.
Hardware Trojans are an increasing threat to every
processing environment, particularly for commercial
applications, as well as to critical infrastructure like military
Industries. The possibility for hardware Trojans to be
inserted into hardware has been a growing concern.
Integrated circuits can be infected with a Hardware Trojan
either during manufacture or post-manufacture tampering.
With the Outsourcing services and globalization of
electronic component manufacture It is very difficult or
impossible to ensure hardware, safety and the risk of
hardware Trojans is increased rather than when the all
phases of production of the product is done in same
manufacture or at least in the same country [2].
Hardware Trojan horses can affect circuits during normal
and routine activities or in the idle time and cause failure in
the security mechanisms of the system. These attacks can
acquire critical information of the system during executing,
storing and transferring of information and Send it to the
specified destination. Also Hardware Trojan can cause
hardware damage and adversely effect on the system’s
normal operation [3].
On the other hand, backdoor Malware often Besides the
Hardware Trojan will be used to harm the system. A
backdoor is a means of access to a computer program that
bypasses security mechanisms. A programmer may
sometimes install a back door so that the program can be
accessed for troubleshooting or other purposes. However,
attackers often use back doors that they detect or install
themselves, as part of an exploit.
Backdoor Trojan differs from a Trojan in that it also
opens a backdoor to the system. They're also sometimes
called Remote Access Trojans (RAT). These are the most
widespread and also the most dangerous type of Trojan.
They are so harmful because have the potential to allow
remote administration of the system to assess to the all
options of the system [4].
II. EXAMPLES OF THE HARDWARE TROJANS USING
For the first time, Hardware Trojan was used during the
Cold War between USA and USSR. At the time, the USSR
and USA used the Hardware Trojan to intercept the
communication signals of each other [5].
Hardware Trojan has been the subject academic research
a few years ago when the US Department of Defense
publicly expressed concerns over the military reliance on
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integrated circuits manufactured abroad. A recently reported
Trojan attack involves US Navy, who discovered a hardware
"backdoor" in a microchip used in Different industries. For
example the chips could have been hacked, able to shut off a
missile in the event of war or just lie around waiting to
malfunction [6]
In another case Chinese Information Technology firms
have long attracted suspicion from international
governments, with telecommunications firms recently
coming under suspicion in both the US and UK. Also other
Chinese firms have grown to become one of the top PC
makers, but its popularity with consumers has not translated
over to classified government networks [7]. In other hand
Edward Snowden's revelations about the NSA surveillance
activities evidenced the effort spent by US intelligence with
major chipmakers for the introduction of backdoors into
hardware sold to other countries [8].
In the one of the last examples of using a Hardware Trojan
by Modifying the conductive behaviors of electrical
components, adding a dopant elements team of security
researchers from the U.S. and Europe has released a paper
that shows they are being able to insert their stealthy
Hardware Trojan on Intel's random number generator design
used in Ivy Bridge series processors [9].
III. HARDWARE TROJAN DETECTION METHODS
Attack detection is the first and perhaps most important
step in any security system. So the attack detection is the
most important action to counter the Hardware Trojan. It is
not possible to completely prevent the insertion of a
Hardware Trojan into the system during the design phase.
Where preventative measures are used to protect against
Hardware Trojans being inserted into an IC, detection
techniques are used to discover the presence of a Hardware
Trojan.
Hardware Trojan detection methods can be divided into
some categories that is shown in Figure 1.

Figure1. Hardware Trojan detection methods category

A. Destructive methods
The Destructive methods for Hardware Trojan detection
completely destroy the IC that they examine, lessening the
usefulness of such techniques. In this method that is the first
and easiest method to detect the Hardware Trojan the first
protective layer of the circuit are going to be opened and
then all of its components separated by reverse-engineering
techniques and are checked by specific physical devices or
chemical materials. But it should be considered that reverseengineering a complex modern IC is a time consuming and
expensive process. In Destructive methods, scanning optical
microscopy (SOM) and light induced voltage alteration

(LIVA) techniques are used for reverse engineering [10].
Destructive methods are more Costly and time consuming.
Because Hardware Trojan can be inserted into the circuit by
remove or modify a few logic gates. the new circuits
including large-scale integration (LSI) and Very-large-scale
integration (VLSI) circuits may be contain billions of logic
gate and if destructive methods are used to detect hardware
Trojans all of these gates should be checked [11].
On the other hand, reverse engineering can be used to
provide reliable and safe integrated circuit (Golden IC) that
are used in other Hardware Trojan detection methods to
compare with examining circuit [12].
Agrawal and et al. use destructive methods reverse
engineering to find known good ICs. Before being reverse engineered, a random sample of ICs from a batch are “finger
printed” using such parameters like path delay, power and
temperature which are known as Side-channel parameters.
Once a consistent set of parameters is obtained, all of the
sampled chips are then reverse - engineered to ensure that
they are safe and not infected by Hardware Trojan. The
finger print can then be used in a non -destructive test on the
rest of the chips in the batch [13].
Destructive methods have many Problems beside its
benefits. A Hardware Trojan may be infecting the IC by the
insertion, deletion or modification of as few as two logic
gates whereas modern ICs may consist of billions of gates.
Finding this “needle in a haystack” requires complete
reverse – engineering at the gate level of the IC [14]. In
addition, there is no guarantee that IC that have a Hardware
Trojan will generate a different fingerprint.
B. Non-destructive methods
Difficulties and high costs of destructive methods caused
the introduction of nondestructive methods. Non destructive methods for Hardware Trojan detection do not
destroy the IC being tested, and are classified as being either
invasive, or non - invasive. Non - invasive techniques leave
the design unaltered, whereas the invasive techniques
modify the design in order to embed features to assist with
Trojan detection.
These methods can be divided into several categories that in
the following are reviewed.
1) Logic test methods
Logic testing includes equivalence checking at the presilicon design phase and generation of specific test patterns
through Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) to
excite critical paths during chip testing. These methods are
based on the analysis of the IC’s logic structures and divided
into functional behavior analysis and Find hidden features
methods. In functional behavior analysis method, researchers
insert some test vector into the inputs of electronic circuit
and analyze the outputs. If the output is incompatible with
the input, an anomaly is recognized. In fact, this method
generally is used for the detection of functional errors and
beside it can detect parametric Hardware Trojan (adding
hardware Trojans by modify in the structure of the circuit)
and cannot detect functional hardware Trojans (adding
hardware Trojans by Add / subtract some elements in the
circuit) [15].
The most important problem with logic test’s functional
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behavior analysis methods is large scale of the test
environment in ICs. It even makes the entire test almost is
impossible in large ICs. To overcome this limitation, some
methods have been presented. Jha proposed a method Based
on randomization. In this method, different patterns
implement in the input of circuit and then a probabilistic
fingerprint has been formed for circuit by the outputs of the
circuit. Then the same pattern implemented to examined
circuit and compare the output result with the probabilistic
finger print. If there are differences, it is assumed that circuit
infected by a Hardware Trojan. The results given in this
study relate to their "random" modification of ISCAS
Benchmark circuits (to "infect" the circuit) and Jha claim
that their technique was able to detect 10 out of 12
modifications [16].
In this context, in other study Chakraborty and et al.
propose a new method to detect the Hardware Trojan. They
propose a methodology for the statistical test generation and
coverage de-termination of hardware Trojans. The main
objective of the proposed methodology is to derive a set of
test patterns that is compact (minimizing test time and cost),
whereas maximizing the Trojan detection coverage. basic
concept in their method to maximize efficiency in hardware
Trojans detection is detect low probability conditions in the
design at the internal nodes and then derive an optimal set of
vectors than can trigger each of these nodes individually to
their rare logic values multiple times. By increasing the
toggling of nodes that are random-pattern resistant, it
improves the probability of activating an unknown Trojan
compared to purely random patterns. It does not require a
trusted design environment - is the test generation can be
performed on a tapered design [17].
In other similar method Wolf and et al. focused on region
of circuit that are rarely activated to detect hardware
Trojans. They produce the vectors for trigger the region of
circuit that are rarely active and try to check circuit
behaviors [18].
Find hidden features methods of logic test focused on
identifying characteristics of the IC structure that is not very
well known. One of the related studies is done by
Skorobogatov and Woods. Most important benefits of this
research are performed on the actual hardware instead of the
simulation environment. They focus further on the JTAG
interface of the FPGA. In this study some hidden commands
detected in JTAG by power analyzing. They also found that
one of the hidden command requests a 128-bit block of data
that by using this 128-bit as the key, some of the chip
features that previously were unavailable be activated and
programmable [19].
2) Side Channel Analysis
Side Channel Analysis based methods examine the
anomalous behavior (resulting from HTH) in the circuit’s
parameters. These parameters can include power, delay,
electromagnetic wave propagation and dynamic current
values. In this method, parameters of the channel were
calculated in Golden IC and compared these values with the
values of the examined circuit. The insertion of Trojan cause
variations in these parameters which can be utilized to detect
the Hardware Trojan.
Side channel based methods divided into some categories

by the parameters that are used in this method.
Power based side channel methods use the power
parameter of the circuit for Hardware Trojan detection.
On the one of related studies Alkabani and Koushanfar
proposed a technique for gate-level timing and power
characterization via nondestructive measurements. Each
measurement form one equation. After a linear number of
measurements are taken, a system of equations for mapping
the measured characteristics to the gate level is formed [20].
To get result in the Hardware Trojan detection by power
analyze method there are need to a process for analyzing the
feedbacks that received from the circuit. Some of the related
studies is noted in the following.
Baktir and et al. insert Hardware Trojan into 8 of the 16
circuit in the simulation environment. In their first attempt
by comparing the results of the analysis of circuits that
containing Trojan by using the usual and customary methods
there was no remarkable results. But by using methods such
spectrogram and neural network they could detect the
Hardware Trojan in the infected circuit [21].
On the other hand, it should be noted that the problem
with Application Specific Integrated Circuit (AS IC) systems
supply cause that Researchers use simulator environment
instead of the actual hardware, whereas using actual
hardware is recommended for achieving reliable results. For
this reason and to solve this problem, researchers often use
Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) which is similar to
ASIC For their experiments in actual environment. For
example, Wang and LUO proposed Very fast method to
detect and implement hardware Trojans on the circuits by
using FPGA [22].
In the path delay based Hardware Trojan detection
methods according to other side channel analyze methods
and by replacing the delay factor instead of other parameters
trying to detect Hardware Trojan.
In this regard Jin and Markis try to detect Hardware
Trojan by calculating the delay between the gates on the
circuit. In the presented method probabilistic fingerprint
produced based on the calculated delay between the circuit’s
gates and then this fingerprint compare with the two results
of other circuits to detect hardware Trojans [23].
They claim to be able to detect 100% of explicit
Hardware Trojans and 36% of implicit Hardware Trojans.
Their experiments were conducted in a simulator, and their
Trojans were simple modifications designed specifically to
affect power draw and path delay. Similarly, both path delay
and leakage current are used as the side – channel for
analysis by Potkonjak and et al. [24].
Wang and et al. use current charge integration from
multiple current measurement points on an IC, and then
localized current analysis to detect Trojan circuitry [25]. The
current analysis is once again compared with a golden
reference and the authors claim to be able to detect
Hardware Trojan.
Wei and et al. present a method that by solving the
problem of path delay based methods that related to several
parallels paths between the input and output of circuit try to
detect hardware Trojans. In this method problem solved by
adding multiple testing point (D flip flop) in these parallel
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paths [26].
Multiple parameters based methods are one of the other
approaches in the side channel based Hardware Trojan
detection method. In this regard Narasimhan and et al. use
the simulator and FPGA to present a new Method to detect
hardware Trojans by using current flow (IDDT) and the
maximum operating frequency (Fmax) parameters together.
They produce a Diagram by IDDT and Fmax values and
circuits with the Dissimilar diagram assumes as Infected
circuit and by this technique they have been able to achieve
significant results [27].
Parameter affecting from the process variation is one of
the most important problems in the methods based on the
side channel. Any Change in these parameters may cause
faults in the Hardware Trojan diction process [28].
To solve this problem Rad and et al. propose transient
power signal analyze method based on the IC region that
were able to have good results [29].
In another study Reece proposed a method that can detect
Hardware Trojan without using the Golden IC that are used
in side channel based methods. In this study, the process
development kit that used in the design of electronic circuits
are used to extract the fingerprint from the parameter that is
not affected from the process variation [30].
The efficiency of side-channel-based techniques can be
improved by adopting design-for-hardware-trust (DFHT)
techniques, which, for example, add circuitry to support the
measurement and analysis processes of the method. On-chip
voltage and temperature sensors can be installed to increase
the level of sensitivity of side-channel based methods by
providing local observability at various positions across the
2-D layout of the chip. The DFHT strategy must also
incorporate a validation strategy for the on-chip support
circuits because of the potential of the adversary to sabotage
the sensors [31].
3) Detect by added structure in design phase
In this method before the end of the construction phase an
extra structure added to circuit to detect the Hardware
Trojan. In most cases, this extra element is a small circuit or
is part of the circuit also known as Design for Hardware. On
the other hand it should be noted that this method can be
used in situations that can modify the circuit in production
phase. In fact, can say this method can be used in ASIC
circuits to detect Hardware Trojan. Also, due to difficulties
in ASIC production, this method can be used in the FPGA
by Minor change in its structure.
In this context, Chakraborty and et al. used logic test for
present structure to detect Hardware Trojan in circuits. They
added a logic Test and some I / O port to circuit So that the
chip include normal and transparent mode. In the transparent
mode of Chip, circuit produce fingerprint values and send
them to output. Test mode begin with implementing pseudo
fingerprint to circuit. With Assuming that the hardware
Trojans are often placed in areas that are rarely active,
Hence the control circuits inserted into these areas [32].
If there are discrepancies in the values that evaluated by
the control circuit with the expected value (fingerprint) it is
assumed that the circuit infected by Hardware Trojan. The
main disadvantage of this method is circuit confusion and
Complexity by adding some additional structure.

Salmani and et al. propose a procedure to insert dummy
flip –flops Into logic to increase Hardware Trojan activity,
making for easier detection using side – channel techniques
[33]. Abramovici and Bradley proposed more efficient and
also complex method than previous methods to detect
hardware Trojans. They have added a control logic to circuit
which by logic control structures can detect Hardware
Trojan during normal operation of the circuit. Capability of
programming the circuit after the design phase of it for
implementing these Measures is the most important
advantage of this method [34].
In the other study Reece put the ring oscillator in certain
parts of the FPGA and propose a new method to detect
hardware Trojans [35]. Zhang and Tehranipoor proposed
more efficient method by using the same technique. They
put a ring oscillator network in the circuit and try to detect
Hardware Trojan by value changes in oscillator [36].
Ferraiuolo and et al. performed this method on ASIC circuits
to detect Hardware Trojan [37].
IV. COMPARISON OF REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE OF
HARDWARE TROJAN DETECTION METHODS.
In table 1, we generally classify these methods to examine
the efficiency and effectiveness of these methods. As you
can see, we use need for infrastructure, cost, implementation
time, the likelihood of success and the ability to implement
parameters to compare methods.
TABLE 1. HARDWARE TROJAN DETECTION METHODS REQUIREMENTS AND
PERFORMANCE
Time
need

Success
chance

Infrastructure
need

Implement
ability

Repeatabilit
y

Coverage
scope

Performance

Reverse
engineering

Very
long

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Side channel
analyses

Middl
e

Middle

Middle

Middle

Middle

High

High

Logic
behavior

Middl
e

Low

Middle

High

Middle

High

Middle

structure
Manipulation

Long

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Middle

Despite the high success probability of destructive based
methods there are several flaws in these methods. The high
cost and time need and need to complex infrastructure are
major disadvantages of this method and therefore the ability
to implement these methods is very low.
In addition, in each time repeating of these methods all
steps of the procedure should be done and require the same
time and cost at the each time. On the other hand, reverse
engineering operations can be well implemented only on
ASIC circuit. For this reason and due to these problems in
terms of efficiency this method cannot be recommended to
use. In nondestructive method can say that in adding a
control circuit technique of this method, need to same cost,
infrastructure and time of reverse engineering method. In
this method the redesign of the circuit and insertion of the
additional diagnostic circuit in the main circuit are the major
disadvantages of this method. Also this method only can be
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used in the ASIC circuits. But on the other hand due to the
low charge of this method rather than destructive methods as
well as the high probability of success in the ASIC structure,
this method is efficient for Hardware Trojan detection in this
type of structure.
Logic test method In terms of infrastructure, financial cost
and time required, is a suitable method to detect hardware
Trojans. But the chances of success of this method is low.
But the major advantage of this method is that this method
can be used in places where none of the other methods
cannot be implemented. For example, in cases that there
isn’t any information about circuit or the circuit recently has
been proposed can use this method. For this reason, this
method is considered to be very good in terms of efficiency.
Side channel method has numerous advantage in cost and
required infrastructure parameters and this method can be
used in different structures. On the other hand, this method
can be a good help for the other logic methods. Also due to
the suitable chance of success, this method is the most
appropriate and reliable Hardware Trojan detection method
that nowadays are used in many security systems to protect
system against this type of attack.
V. CONCLUSION
Due to the increasing importance of information security
and counter security threats, in Hardware Trojan horse
detection field different people have present different
method to deal with these attacks, each of which provide
different performance and effectiveness against this type of
attack. In this paper we studied important methods to detect
hardware Trojan and examine the advantages and
disadvantages of each of them. We also study the needs and
requirements of these methods and finally introduced the
most effective method to detect the Hardware Trojans.
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